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Abstract. Sentence alignment is a useful task with many applications in
Natural Language Processing and Digital Humanities. This paper presents
an evaluation of Vecalign, the state-of-the-art method for automatic sentence alignment, on two bilingual corpora built from literary texts. This
preliminary study shows that Vecalign performs well for literary texts and
gives insights on its remaining issues through a qualitative evaluation of
the output alignments.
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Introduction
Sentence alignment is the Natural Language Processing (NLP) task of taking
parallel documents split into sentences and finding a bipartite graph which
matches minimal groups of sentences that are translation of each other [20]. In
other words, to find target sentences with the same meaning to that of the source
segments in multilingual texts [19].
This task is important to build bilingual corpora on which statistical Machine
Translation (MT) systems could be trained. While neural MT approaches seem
to be performing much better with sizable amounts of data, Kim et al. (2020) [6]
shows that supervised and semi-supervised baselines outperform the best
unsupervised systems.
Good alignment is also crucial for lexicography, as it can be leveraged
to display parallel concordances and to find translation equivalents, and for
terminology extraction.
Parallel corpora alignment is also being used in Digital Humanities (DH)
with various purposes, such as historical language learning [10] or version
alignment for medieval texts [8].
After a brief overview of the related work (Section 1), and a description of
the methodology employed for this work (Section 2), the paper evaluates the
performance of Vecalign [20] through a qualitative manual analysis (Section 3)
of its automatic alignment of two corpora built from literary texts.
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1 Related Work
This section will present some related work relevant to this study, firstly describing currently employed sentence alignment methods, and then briefly covering
their application on literary texts and in DH.
1.1

Sentence Alignment Methods

The first automatic alignment methods were simple: they align sentences according to their length in words [4] or characters [5]. These algorithms do not work
for text with sentences that have the same length, such as list of names or dates.
Other systems worked with correspondence rules [17].
Newer approaches employ either external dictionaries or by training a
translation model on the parallel text itself [22,9]. They also add some heuristics,
such as limiting the search space to be near the diagonal. These systems,
however, do not work with small texts because the occurrences of a given word
are few. More recent methods introduced MT-based scoring [15,16], such as
BLEU [11].
Steingrimsson et al. (2020) [19] review the current literature on the topic
of sentence alignment and parallel corpora filtering. They then devise a new
pipeline for aligning and filtering parallel corpora in sparse data conditions
building on existing methods, such as those in Sennrich et. al. (2011) [16] and
Artetxe et al. (2018a) [1]. Their proposed method is language pair independent
and assumes unaligned bitexts and monolingual corpora.
The state-of-the-art systems use bilingual sentence embeddings, with their
similarity used as the scoring function for alignment [20]. This is the method
that it is employed for this paper, and it will be further described in Section 2.1.
The latest work on sentence alignment was presented at the Fifth Conference
on Machine Translation (WMT2020), which featured a shared task on ”Parallel
Corpus Filtering and Alignment for Low-resource conditions” [7].
1.2

Work in Digital Humanities

Steinbach and Rehbein (2019) [18] demonstrate a pipeline for the parallelization
and the annotation transfer for literary texts. For the sentence alignment they use
Bleualign [16].
Meinecke, Wrisley, and Jänicke (2019) [8] employ the gensim implementation [14] of fastText [3] word embeddings and sentence embeddings similarity
to compare and align different versions of the same medieval text.
The use of automatic alignment in DH is varied and broad. Some examples
include Pataridze and Kindt (2018) [12], the Rosetta Stone project1 , or Zhekova
et al. (2015) [24]. It seems common for these works to present their own domainspecific tools, such as UGARIT 2 . It is out of the scope of this paper to survey
1
2
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all the different application of automatic alignment systems in DH, nonetheless
the examples above should give and idea of the variety of uses it has.
None of the work on literary texts or in DH seems to take advantage of
Vecalign [20] as the state-of-the-art alignment system.

2 Methods
This section will discuss the methodology of this work, presenting the tools and
the corpus on which they were tested.
2.1

Vecalign and LASER

Vecaling3 was chosen as the automatic alignment system for two main reasons: i.
it is the current state-of-the-art system; ii. it seems to be still untested on literary
texts.
Vecaling propose a new scoring function based on the similarity of bilingual
sentence embeddings. The method computes sentence embedding similarity
scores with cosine similarity normalized with randomly selected embeddings.
It then averages adjacent pairs of sentence embeddings in both documents and
align these approximate embeddings, iteratively refining this alignment using
the original embeddings and a small window around them.
Following the Vecalign paper, LASER4 was used to compute the sentence embeddings. This tool is based on the architecture for language agnostic sentence
embeddings presented in Artexte and Schwenk (2019) [2].
2.2

Corpora

Two corpora were used for the experiments: i. a manually aligned version of
Lewis Carrol’s ”Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland”5 ; ii. three versions of J.R.R.
Tolkien’s ”The Hobbit”.
The first corpus consists of 823 sentences from ”Alice’s Adventures in
Worderland” manually aligned and reviewed by András Farkas in nine languages. Only English and Italian were considered. This corpus was considered
as a possible gold-standard to automatically evaluate the performance of Vecalign, however this was proven to be problematic for several reasons, which
will be mentioned in the following section.
The second corpus is from J.R.R. Tolkien’s book ”The Hobbit” [21]. Three
unaligned editions in three different languages (English, Czech, and Italian)
where collected. The full .txt files averaged around 2.200 lines.
Table 1 summarizes the size of the two corpora.
3
4
5

https://github.com/thompsonb/vecalign
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alice_en
alice_it
hobbit_en
hobbit_it

number of lines
824
824
1989
2372

number of sentences
824
824
5770
5342

Table 1: Number of lines in the .txt and number of sentences after preprocessing.

3 Experiments and Evaluation
Since we are not dealing with text scraped from the web, or processed with
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) algorithms, or otherwise overly noisy
data, not much preprocessing was needed.
Alice’s corpus did not need specific preprocessing: it was easily downloaded
in .csv form and the sentences for English and Italian were stored in separate
.txt files. LASER sentence embeddings were trained with standard parameters
and Vecaling was run with default settings. The output alignment was stored
as a .csv file. Since Vecaling gives its output alignments as pairs of lists of
sentences IDs, these were leveraged to add the text of the sentences to the .csv
to qualitatively evaluate the resulting alignment. In case of alignments between
multiple sentences, these were split by the special character $ in order for them
to be distinguishable in the .csv.
The Hobbit’s corpus underwent some preprocessing stages. The text was
first obtained in .doc format, it was then converted into .txt to be processed.
By doing so, some features of the book, such as illustrations, images, and page
numbers were lost. The text was split into sentences with [13], even if LASER
is capable of handling training of sentence embeddings from raw text. Future
work may address if this step actually has any impact on the output, since
a preliminary observation has shown that the text was divided in a different
number of sentences by LASER and Stanza. Sentences were stored in a separate
.txt file for each language. LASER and Vecalign were again used with their
default configuration. The resulting alignments were stored in three .csv files.
start mid end average
alice_en_it 85 98 100 94,33
hobbit_en_it 83 96 99 92,67

Table 2: Scores for the manual evaluation batches: the first (start), central (mid),
and last (end) one hundred EN to IT alignments and the overall average score
for each corpus.

Evaluation proved to be more complex than anticipated. Several automated
methods were considered to evaluate the alignment quality. The Alice corpus
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was considered as reference for the design phase of the evaluation, since it
has a gold standard. After taking an overview of the resulting outputs, an
automated method of evaluation was tentatively devised. However, all of the
proposed methodologies proved to be flawed. For example, a simple automated
comparison between proposed alignment and gold standard alignment was
revealed to be ineffective since it did not consider 1-to-many and many-toone alignments. A MT-based method based on word lists comparison and
BLEU score was considered, but proved to be unwieldy. Devising an automated
evaluation method for The Hobbit corpus was even more challenging, since
there was non gold standard available.
It was then decided to provide a qualitative evaluation of the results by
manually assigning a score (0 for a bad alignment and 1 for a good alignment)
to three batches of 100 alignments, one from the beginning, one from the main
body, and one from the end. The scores were then averaged. Albeit simple, this
method still provided some useful insights on the performance and the issues
of Vecalign. The scores are given in Table 2
On the Alice corpus, 94.33% out of the 300 evaluated alignments where
judged to be good. The first batch was the worst one, with 85/100, while the other
two had respectively 98/100 and 100/100. Some interesting facts were uncovered
by the analysis.

Fig. 1: The adaptation of a popular rime that confounds the alignment. The
Italian version is not the translation of the English text.

First, while many of the alignments (a.) were correct, often they were not
exact translations of the source sentences. This seems to hold true for the whole
text, but some peculiar cases are rimes such as in a. 31 through 37 (Fig. 1) where
not translated at all, but adapted to reflect the target culture. This also holds true
for other translation choices as well, such as in a. 43 where the original reference
to William the Conqueror is changed to Napoleon. The different adaptation
seems to be irrelevant with regards to the performance if it is limited to a single
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Fig. 2: Another localized popular rime. In this case, however, the alignment is
maintained.

Fig. 3: A 2-to-2 alignment due to direct discourse markers and punctuation.

word, but in case of longer segments, it can lead to misalignment, such as in
the aforementioned a. 31-37. The algorithm reports higher alignment cost for
sections such as these.
Second, there is a general tendency to generate a 2-to-2 alignment between a
short phrase with direct dialogue and a longer following sentence. This is most
probably due to the presence of punctuation. However, this does not impact the
alignment quality since the sentences are correctly paired (Fig. 3)

Fig. 4: A misaligned chapter heading.

Third, often the chapter header is misaligned in a 1-to-2 or a 2-to-1 alignment
together with the preceding or the following sentence (Fig. 4). Different choices
in the typesetting of, for example, the direct discourse marker, did not impact
the performance of the algorithm.
On the Hobbit corpus, 92.67% out of the 300 evaluated alignments were
judged as correct. Again the first batch was the worst one, with 83/100, while
the others scored 96/100 and 99/100. This corpus was slightly noisier than the
Alice one, since the two Hobbit books differed in some editorial choices.
The first 10 alignments are all incorrect: the beginning of the book is
completely different in the two editions, nonetheless Vecalign paired sentences
in a miscellaneous assortment of 1-to-1, 1-to-2, and 1-to-many alignments
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Fig. 5: A section of the misaligned beginning of the Hobbit corpus.

Fig. 6: A split named entity: ”Belladonna Took”.

Fig. 7: An erroneous many-to-1 alignment. Only the last one is correctly aligned.

(Fig. 5) The ideal output should have been a series of blanks on both sides,
alternatively.
In some cases, e.g. a. 32, 36, and 37, preprocessing tricked the algorithm into
creating a 2-to-1 alignment. For example, an unrecognized named entity could
be split in the middle, generating a new sentence (Fig. 6). These preprocessing
problems are likewise found in other sections of the text, e.g. a. 79-80, giving rise
to unwanted many-to-many alignments(Fig. 7).
These problems, however, seem to be more due to differences in the tokenization model between the two languages, than due to Vecalign. Nonetheless,
they are somewhat useful to this analysis, since they show that Vecalign is not
totally impervious to errors when dealing with short sentences, such as in a.
92-94. In other cases, e.g. a. 4730 and 4724, the system coped well with differences in punctuation and sentence structure that influenced tokenization and
sentence splitting. Moreover, the Italian version of the text contained some line
break markings (”-”) inside words, but this seems not to have influenced the
quality of the alignment.
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Fig. 8: A missing blank in the target alignment. The second sentence is not in the
Italian version.

Fig. 9: A poem-like section. Most of it is correctly aligned.

Sometimes, a blank was expected, but Vecalign choose to merge the unaligned sentence with the following one. This is the case with a. 2285 (Fig. 8).
Lastly, in the Hobbit as well are found some songs that could be considered
rimes or poems, both in structure and content. The a. 4684-4626 are a good
example of this case: apart from the last two lines that confound the algorithm,
the other are correctly aligned, unlike the first Alice rime. This could be due to
the fact that in the Hobbit the poem is translated, and not adapted (Fig. 9).

4 Conclusion and Future Work
This paper described two experiments that tested and evaluated Vecaling, the
state-of-the-art method for automatic sentence alignment, on two corpora of
literary texts. The system was shown to perform well, even if some issues, such
as not optimal handling of blank-aligned sentences and the management of
short phrases and sentence boundaries, remain to be resolved.
Future work may address issues in automatic sentence alignment such as
dealing with noisy or OCRed text and evaluate the impact of preprocessing,
such as sentence splitting and text cleaning, on the final alignment task. Moreover, a good automatic quantitative evaluation framework should be devised to
complement qualitative manual evaluation.
English-Czech and Czech-Italian alignments of the Hobbit corpus were
computed, but not evaluated, and are available for future research.
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